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UNBEATABLE

MY HORSESHOE STUDS!

RELIABLE

INCOMPARABLE
VERSATILE EFFECTIVE

VICTORIOUS

GEKE EQUIGRIP HORSESHOE STUDS 
www.geke-equitec.de

INDESCRIBABLE

Versatile
We offer the most optimal horseshoe stud with excellent grip 
for every situation, even the most difficult ground conditions. 

EFFECTIVE
The proven, high shock absorption of  our studs protects the 
joints and the musculoskeletal system of  the horse. And the 
increased slip resistance allows greater speed, ensuring that 
crucial fraction-of-a-second advantage on the way to victory. 

UNBELIEVABLE

Safe
The GEKE Equigrip stud system with integrated disc spring and 
enlarged contact surface distributes impact forces uniformly 
over the horseshoe. This takes a considerable load off  the 
M12 threads and guarantees extreme safety on the show-
jumping course. 

INCOMPARABLE

UNBEATABLE

victorious
With Michael Jung we have a top event rider on our side. He 
has been using our horseshoe studs for years with great 
success. Sandra Auffarth, Kai-Steffen Meier, Emma Brüssau 
(pony), as well as Lars Nieberg, Hans-Dieter Dreher in show 
jumping, are further successful riders who use our horseshoe 
studs. 

... the reliable difference.

Mail: info@geke-equitec.de

pony studs

Thread: M 10

Preferred for all-round terrain
Spanner size: 14
Grip height: 18 mm

MICHAEL JUNG STUD

For all ground conditions
Spanner size: 11
Grip height: 8,12,18 mm

UNIVERSAL STUD

Especially for grass-covered ground
Spanner size: 11
Grip height: 12 mm

GRASS STUD

Keeps out dirt and protects the 
thread

TRANSPORT STUD

GEKE Equigrip pony studs are not suitable for large horses!
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%: +49 176 72 869  597

GEKE Equigrip

GEKE Equitec GmbH 
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GEKE Equigrip horseshoe studs are tightened accurately 
against the horseshoe (M12 thread) with a torque 
wrench at 28 Nm.  

The advantages of  this method: 
The incredibly high impact forces (up to 7.5 tons) on the 
horse’s legs are briefly cushioned at each landing, thus 
reducing the stress on the joints and musculoskeletal 
system of  the horse over the long term. 
An excellent grip prevents the horse from slipping when 
the ground conditions are extreme. 
Far fewer horseshoe studs are lost out on the course 
and the horseshoe threads do not get damaged, which, 
besides ensuring safety, is a very important cost factor. 

Especially for grass-covered ground
Spanner size: 13,17
Grip height: 18, 22 mm

GRASS STUD

Preferred for hard grassy pitch
Spanner size: 13
Grip height:  22 mm

POINTED CONE STUD

For soft ground
Spanner size: 17
Grip height: 22 mm

SAND STUD

Preferred for deep terrain
Spanner size: 13,17
Grip height: 18, 22 mm

H STUD

Keeps out dirt and protects the 
thread

TRANSPORT STUD

ICE STUD

MICHAEL JUNG STUD

Preferred for all-round terrain
Spanner size: 17
Grip height: 22 mm

For all ground conditions
Spanner size: 13
Grip height: 8, 10,12,18, 22 mm

UNIVERSAL STUD

For extremly hard ground and 
ice/snow
Spanner size: 13
Grip height: 8, 12 mm

Developed by highly experienced riders and engineers 
for safe competitive sport riding. Our horseshoe studs 
have optimal shock-absorbing properties that take the 
load off  the joints and musculoskeletal system of  the 
horse during any activity on any type of  ground. 

Michael Jung Lars Nieberg Hans-Dieter Dreher Rider photos: Julia Rau

GEKE Equigrip studs are the ideal horseshoe studs 
for professional sports riders, serious amateurs and 
individuals who insist on a high standard of  safety, 
speed and health for their partner, the horse.  

INCOMPARABLE

UNBEATABLE

VERSATILE

GEKE EquiGriP HorSESHoE STudS
Convincing performance through unbeatable shock 
absorption, optimal grip and unsurpassed safety. 
Designed for quality-conscious sports riders who place 
highest demands on the product. 


